Thus, the critical current from the electromagnetic calculation increases more drastically with the beam energy than that from the electrostatic approximation. .
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there have been intense research activities of the equilibrium 1 ' 2 and stability 3 "6 properties of relativistic electron beam propagating through a background plasma channel or a gaseous medium. Perhaps one of the most basic instabilities that characterizes a relativistic electron beam propagating through a collisionless plasma is the two stream instability, 6 "9 which results from the relative drift motion between the beam electrons and the background plasma particles. Although the two stream instability is very familiar in the plasma physics community, most of the previous studies 7 "8 on this instability have been limited to one dimensional calculations. In recent literature, 6 Bogdankevich and Rukhadze investigated the two stream instability of a relativistic electron beam, including the finite radial geometry effects on stability behavior. Therefore, they were able to determine the limiting beam current due to the two stream instability. In addition, we recently developed a theory of the two stream instability in a self-pinched relativistic electron beam, 9 finding out the critical beam current for instability. However, both previous calculations 6 ' 9 have been based on the electrostatic approximation. Although this is a reasonable approximation for a mildly relativistic electron beam, we expect significant modifications to the stability behavior when the beam energy is ultrarelativistic. For a relativistic beam, the electromagnetic effects on the beam dynamics are often very important. In this regard, in this paper, we investigate the influence of electromagnetic effects on the two stream instability in a relativistic electron beam propagating through a collisionless plasma channel.
The analysis in this article is carried out within the framework of a macroscopic cold fluid model, assuming either that the beam-plasma fluids are immersed in a uniform axial magnetic field or that the beam is self-pinched.
Theoretical model and the equilibrium properties of the beam-plasma configuration will be briefly discussed in Sec. II for rectangular density profiles of the beam and plasma particles. The stability analysis presented in Sec. IlI assume axisymmetric electromagnetic perturbations (a/ae = U).
Moreover, since the unstable mechanism of the two stream instability is mostly due to fluctuations of the axial electron field, the stability analysis in this article is restricted to perturbations of the transverse magnetic (TM) mode polarization. The dispersion relation of the axisymmetric transverse maynetic mode is derived in Sec. III for rectangular density profiles of the beam and plasma particles.
Assuming long axial wavelength perturbations in Sec. IV, we apply this dispersion relation to two specific cases: (a) highly magnetized bounded plasma, and (b) a unmagnetized self-pinched electron beam. In case (a), the dominant two stream instability results from the relative drift motion between the beam electrons and plasma electrons. One of the most important features of the analysis in Sec. IV is that the critical beam current for instability is proportional to the electromagnetic current enhancement factor. 
at a n + * (nV.) = 0,
where the subscript j = b, i, e denotes beams, ions, plasma electrons, respectively, P is the mean mechanical momentum, V is the mean velocity, ej is the charge, and nj is the density. In Eq. (1), E(x,t) and B(x,t) are the electric nd magnetic fields which are self-consistently determined from the Maxwell equations, that is,
," J 4 ext
where Pext and J ext are externally provided charge and current densities.
II.B General Equilibrium Properties
An equilibrium analysis of Eqs.
(1) - (5) is carried out by setting a/at = 0.
Thus, the equilibrium properties are readily obtained from
where no(x), V.(x), P°(x), EO(x) and BO(x) are the macroscopic equilibrium 3 -quantities.
We introduce cylindrical polar coordinates (r, e, z) with z-axis corresponding to the axis of symmetry; r is the radial distance from the z-axis, and 0 is the polar angle in a plane perpendicular to the z-axis. For azimuthally symmetric particle equilibrium (a/a8 = 0 and a/az = 0) characterized by n 0 (r) and V 0 Vje(r)e + V jz(r)ez, it is straightforward to show from Eq. (6) that the functional form of particle density profile n.(r) can be specified arbitrarily. Moreover, the deviation from equilibrium charge and current neutrality produces a radial electric and azimuthal magnetic field that influences the azimuthal motion of particle fluid. It follows from Eq. (7) respectively, and the equilibrium axial velocity profile of the beam electrons is independent of r, i.e., Vbz(r) = BbC = const., which relates to Yb by
We also assume that the axial velocity of ions and plasma electrons is zero, although this restriction can be easily eliminated.
However, this restriction does not effect on the electromagnetic influence of the two stream instability. In Eq. (10), we neglect the self axial magnetic field, assuming that the azimuthal motion of particle fluid element is nonrelativistic.
With Pext = 0, the equilibrium radial electric field is determined from Eq. (9) and is given by * '0 4i r Er(r) r ej f dr'r'n(r').
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Similarly, it can be shown that the equilibrium magnetic field is expressed as B 0 (r) -4 wbe 1 f dr'r'n (r-).
(12) 0 Substituting Eqs. (11) and (12) into Eq. (10), we can obtain the radial force equation explicitly.
II.C Sharp-Boundary Equilibrium
Although the formalism outlined in Sec. II.B can be useful to investigate equilibrium properties for a broad class of density profiles, for purposes of analytic simplification in the stability analysis, we specialize to the case of a sharp-boundary equilibrium in which the particle density profiles can be expressed as
In Eq. (13), Rb denotes the radius of the beam and plasma column. As a . general description, we also assume that the beam-plasma system is bounded by an outer conductor with radius Rc. However, in a special occasion when Rc ++*, the system becomes unbounded. For convenience in the subsequent analysis, we introduce
Z.p where fi and fe are positive constants.
?.
The equilibrium radial electric field in Eq. Similarly, we also obtain the rotational frequency of the plasma ions and
We W7
[ -:
,. for radial confinement of the equilibrium. The inequalities in Eqs. (20) and (21) assures that the repulsive space-charge force on the beam and plasma fluid element is weaker than the magnetic focussing force. Iii.
ELECTROMAGNETIC STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we linearize Eqs.
(1) - (5) assuming electromagnetic perturbations about the axisymmetric equilibria described in Sec. II. As indicated in the introduction, the present analysis is concentrated on the two stream instability which has dominant electric field polarization along the z-axis. In this regard, we assume that all perturbations have spatial dependence only on the z coordinate, according to t
where Si(x,t) represents a perturbed quantity, k is the axial wavenumber and w is the complex eigenfrequency. The assumption of the axisymmetric perturbation in Eq. (22) simplifies the subsequent stability analysis considerably. In addition, the stability analysis in this article is restricted to the transverse maynetic mode polarization consistent with the electric field polarization of the two stream instability. Therefore, the perturbed field equations linearized from Eqs. (3) and (4) are expressed as where 6E and 6B are the perturbed eiectric and magnetic fields, respectively, and 6p(r) and (r) are perturbed charge and current densities, which are explicitly defined by 6p(r) = le.6n., 
from Eqs. After a straightforward algebra with Eqs. (28) and (29), the linearized fluid calculation gives where the parameter p is defined by
After a tedious algebraic manipulation which makes use of Eqs. (31), (32) and (35), we obtain the coupled equations 
J~-kV~z)
where w 2p = 4we 2 nj/mj is the plasma frequency-squared for particles of component j and p2 = k 2 .2/c2 is defined in Eq. (36) Note 2 = nfi2 and
Inside the beam-plasma column (0 <" r 4 Rb), Eq. (43) can be expressed in the form
where 2 2
Outside the beam-plasma column (Rb < r < Rc) , Eq. (43) reduces to Poisson equation in free space, that is,
Choosing a riyht solution which has a finite value at r = 0 and properly matching the boundary conditions of the beam-plasma surface (r = Rb), we eventually obtain the dispersion relation 8 ' 9
V. 
IV.A Analysis of Two Stream Dispersion Function
Here, we briefly investigate properties of a typical dispersion function of the two stream instability, which is expressed as 
it is straightforward to show that the riyht-hand side of Eq. (47) which can be numerically solved for the complex eigenfrequency w.
In order to analytically track stability properties of Eq. 
where the critical current Icrit for instability is given by Obviously, accurate instability boundaries for the axial wavelength must be numerically found from Eq. (72). However, for the present purposes, we make the assumption that if the perturbations of the axial wave number kRb = 10 " 9 ,
are stable, the beam ion two stream instability is stable in a practical sense. 9 One of the striking features of the stability analysis is that the critical beam current for instability is proportional to the electromagnetic current enhancement factor F, which increases drastically with the beam energy (yb). "'p
